
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING WITH 

 LED ACTIVE
TECHNOLOGY

BATTERY INFO
Fully recharge from flat in 5 hours.

Lithium-ion battery giving 5000 

full recharges.

Charged by mini USB (lead included).

Certified Intrinsically Safe.

BRIGHTNESS
26-32 watts output (2600 lumens) 

per LED, the equivalent of a 150 watt 

light bulb. Up to 20 years of life.

ACTIVE
TECHNOLOGY

 embedded

ACT350

 PULSAR® HarnessActive
FEATURES - HARNESS
Reflective tape to shoulders and waist.

Velcro adjustable shoulders and waist to allow a comfortable and secure fit.

Velcro closure allows a quick release to prevent the risk of entanglement.

Lightweight with inbuilt padding for comfort and LED loom protection.

Integrated LED Active Technology.

Colour

Orange

Outer Fabric

PU polyester

Inner Fabric

Grey mesh “spacer” fabric

Sizes

XS, S-L & XL-3XL

A NIGHT AND DAY SOLUTION
Combines market leading PULSAR® hi-visibility reflective clothing for daytime 

use and our new Active technology for use in poor visibility conditions. The 

Active LED system makes the PULSAR® Active garments ideally suited for 

road and underground workers, refuse collectors, roadside assistance

engineers and anyone else working in variable light conditions. 

MODE    1
Soft Flash - slow intermitent flash giving up to 20 hours battery life.

MODE 2
Rapid Flash - faster flash mode giving up to 15 hours battery life. 

(Tested to ensure no risk of epilepsy).

MODE 3
Constant - permanently on mode, giving up to 10 hours battery life.

adjustable shoulder braces 2 x 3 LED lights to shoulder bracesrechargeable control box 5 x LED lights to rear

PULSAR

ICE
IN CASE OF
EMERGENCY

YY62G123

BATTERY INFO

FEATURING ICEid™
Each PULSAR® Active garment includes an ICEid™ ICE Tag. An “In Case of 

Emergency” tag contains a link to a persons secure and private 

emergency contact details and medical information which can be 

accessed by a first responder within seconds of any accident.

www.pulsaruk.com

BATTERY INFO
Fully recharge from flat in 5 hours.

Lithium-ion battery giving 5000 full recharges.

Charged by mini USB (lead included).

Certified Intrinsically Safe.

BRIGHTNESS
26-32 watts output (2600 lumens) 

per LED, the equivalent of a 150 watt 

light bulb. Up to 20 years of life.
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